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One of the etu.donto has oont in a aories . of questions relative '

to the naturo of thought that has soomo& sufficiently important to

justify a goneral discuesionAn tho form of an instruction . The

primary question .asked was : "What is -thought in its essential

nature?" ,

quos tion concerning the ossential nature of anything . . All such

• Now it is impossible to ana er in tore of concepts any

problows aro .boyond tho povior of relative thought as such .

Conceptual proeeasos always start with. indofinableo which may be

elaborated by judgment and roauon through the domain of subject-

object consciouanoas . This gives us what. we ray cal]. a atreasa of

thought that arises out of the unknown, at one boundary of r©latiVe

consaiousnosa , and thon may be traced through the relative field

to a point of disappearance at another .boundary . Iri this ,range

wo can ptudy the processes and formu late' laws of action, but we

are never able to answer - the question of essential nature'

However, it door not follow that essential nature is forever

~unknowakle .f The point i s that essential nature is inaccessible

ordinary subject -object eonsoiousness . When a roan has theto

Gnostic Roalization, then ho may . know essential nature through

Identity , but he can never .formulate this ossential nature even

to himsoif . He may create symbols that point toward ' it, but the

symbol does not really 'define or explain . As .pointed out in'the

place on Cosmic onsoiousnes ', the ordinary consciousness cannot

answer its own most' fends nGsl questions and, . hence, is by itself
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essentially noscienco or ignorance . The answers come through

second.,.

Awakening to the Gnostic dimension of Conooiousncas and this

involves thb transition through the mystic death and the

birth. .

Now let' uo consider what can be said abou t . Thought, navels*,

that which the refle ctive ponaoiouaneas has discovered.- illret of

all, "thought" is deZinod us "all awaroness of objects other than

censb improaaions , and .the conceptual prooess as a whole , inoluding

,conception, judgment , and, :M asoning." The first part of this

definition identifies thought as that phase of subject-object

conaciou Eineea ' viltich is other than sense impression. It tells us
T nothiug .of oc:onco .' Tho second part nnalyzos thought into its

phases , but that again fails to give easonco .

r 17e may not ask, "l. t are " concept," " judgment ," and "reason
1

ing"?" Let us soe . "Concept " is nwarenoae of an v.niyorsal as an

object , as ' distingidehed from the particulars which it unifies .

"Judgment" is the mental unction and not of assertion `or •prodi-

cation. . "Reasoning" is that faculty or process of the mind which .

consists in the drawing of inforoncos . The latter is the 'more

familiar use of the term " ronsoning" and covers its use in subjeot-

ob joct consciousness . It has two other definitions as followft :

(a) Direct apprehension of truths without reforence to sensation,

perception, or imagination, and (b) The faculty or function by

which we - apprehend the . real nature of the world as a whole . The

first of these latter tv7o definitions is on the edge of GnQatio

consoiouBneas and the second completely Gnostic, it is in the

latter sense that Plotinus , Hegel , and H. 2 .'Blavatsky used the
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term :when it is spoiled with- a ' capital ;"H." ' 'or,utiy own pant II

often follow . the goie practice, 'as I consider the Gnoe'ic• con-

scioucnoso as nnich •• more °like, -reason than like sensation ; though

not to be identified ' with reason in. the first or 'purely ' relative .

s©1SSE2: e

"The above gives'-us. some . .nowloago of . the' component elements

of thought,'- but stil;L we have .not found . its essence . -Lot him who

'hen, 'would find that et~sence awaken to Gonnic Uansoiousnese and .t

perhaps ,. he twill any ; ' "Thought .is God" ' and. : be satiefiea .

• ' Nor, let us consider .thought in a more o acu1t . or ' oysti cal grey e

'~ In this - sense , •'trhought may be 'regarded.. as the psychical aspect . Qf • .

Ythe h lthe w ioa in hite ay p ys ~nu muc-h. Thought contGreat Breath

breath :doers and ,there is a• sympathetic' inter-connection between '

these, two,. and, in5fact, hetreori these, and the creative principle,e

which. pl• siologioally_ nanifeats as sex-force . - It is t1s., difficult

to actually- •stop thought as it is to stop :ph raical breath and the

effect of ouch stopping is. oaoontial1y the same,, What resultro

whon someone . :tries to stop .. his .thioughts¢' when he seems to be

au.coossfu1 he than discovers :that all-the while ha' has been thin]-

•- i ng about- stopping his thought, and 'so actally is thinking all

the tip . When, in the full sense , a• man stops thinking on this .

-plane ; then ho cease s - to 'be 'conscious : on thi s plane . But even

.

when thought -is-reduced here on• the; level of relative . aonsciouness,

or 'actually -has otopped, - it duos' i of fallow that Thought , as such

has stopped. in ,every sense*` The thought-breath in -the Tzanaeendent

or Gnoatio sense continues .' : There is no solf-consciousness-with-

out thought . . But we can -shift the level- of thought and thus be .
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conscious oft'different• levels . 2o• in one' sense it is not tins

that Transcen$ent Consciousness ' is 'above thought . . It is above

thought in the' relati ve 'sense-we have already' dieaussed, but

1 'there has .been s metamorphosis so that Thought i s realized in a'• '

totally different' form.-

-(2) "Where does thpught' 'come from?"

It Qothes• from Iiovthero and goes .There . ' Nowhere is the Void

which is the only -real Fullness that there. is* .

(3) "Who or What actually creates it?"

. .The, question cannot . be aneivered in, tha t form. The pertinent

' aeld Thht i bf th thik d th Ob jestnswr wou be 6.ougs,:.eoreener ane

desoent~Q'ut"of'tbs Void, and its disappearance a return _to that ;

ught is rally aof thought,became . The seeming creation of tho

The-less pure : the imagination tho smaller initial " t" of the word

Void . Hence by pure creative imagination we can discover .Truth.'

Truth .'

. •44) . . "How 'is it oreated?" Meditate upon the answer to

J

i

question ( S) .•

• 6 5) ""Is it ass oiated with the 'oreative' power of~ ez? -If so

to what extent and how?"

There is ,a correlation but. its practical . operation
.Lay be

.stated.'-in the . fom : .'Tho more • thought' the lees physical sex .' .

man is about that of a child. of 13 or 14 years of age. Mere

Vie have hore reall.• the explanation of why the . I : . Q. -of the average

multiplying • of schools wilel not 'solve this fatal defect of domoorae .

Unless there is a greater sublimation of Sex-force more eduoation .'+ . ; ;

merely means more educated foolsAnd an educated fool is more

1
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dan;orou$ than an uneducated ono :
( 6

) '.' What ie the relation of the mind and brain to the

thought that o:orates through or by, it?" ." .'

• Tho mind-is the organ through which thought pperates whother

on a ;lofty, .,tranoeendentel, or . inferior 'level . The brain map be

thought of 8a : a -physical . condensation . of the mind', whereby thought

mny .fanction- withini the physical otate of oonsolousaoss,

'' T. ) . What is hought-SubBtonce?

A32 aspeot of-Divine ox• .Primordial Bp.bstanoe . Become 'a Gno'sti .•

or • Awakened to Cosmic Consci'ousn~as amid' you will Snow, though you

will be unable 'to ea what you Know, .

( 8)• "Where ia•it?" Fverywhere',and nowhere :
. . . .(9) "'How is 'it stirred into or sot into motion and; by whom

or whit`?" ,

Unanswerable,; : since . Thought ; is without beginning or end,

even the notion of ,oneself as -a being , - .or of other selves as boing®,

is `a~ resultant , of 'thought . • Thought is bei'oxe Beings arc. _

I hope these ansGiers are' ~affi.cient7.y EaQatis factory - -to cause

the - atude`nta to' got, : busy • for, themselves .-
• . S

•, .
Th db ' IfitN no e a un r ed 17orda are merely to. indicate necessary.

;~ emphasis when reading the Srtleie aloud .)
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